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As to the poetry of this era, it too is largely imitative of
the Teang masters : 'Wan Yu-chang, * says the caustic Father
Wieger, 'was accurate and limpid, and went into ecstasies
over peonies — that was all.* But he saw in the peony what
Tennyson saw in the 'flower in the crannied wall,' or
Wordsworth in the daffodils; and there is something of
real pathos in his lines quoted in our reading.1 Where is
a too typical Chinese scene more poignantly depicted?
Side by side go the luxury of the court and the bitter
poverty of the people now as ever, and as ever it is a poet
who voices the cry of the destitute. What need of origi-
nality when nothing changes?
But originality and a very 'modern7 spirit are not want-
ing in such poems as those of the disillusioned statesman
Su Tung-po.2 Among the enemies of Wang An-shih such
a spirit would mock at any official : it is a classical Chinese
As to medical and astronomical science they seem to have
made little progress. Hysteria was regarded as demon-
possession, and treated with acupuncture to let out the
devils, or to drive them from more vital to less vital spots.
Drugs were used with some skill, though Father Wieger
(forgetting what was done in contemporary Europe) makes
fun of the treatment of gastric complaints with a powder
of ginger and olibamim. The burning of moxa and other
gums and the repetition of Buddhist and Taoist texts went
on — as it still does in modern Japan ; and modern America
spends untold millions in astrology and quackery of every
description. No nation has yet been truly scientific, or
truly religious.
Taking it all in all, this was a great era, and its fruits are
in the museums of the world, and in the living tradition of
Japanese drama and painting* Let us seek further light
there, and leave China with Marco Polo, seeking to get
his story of her grandeur accepted, and Kublai Khan upon
i Illustrative Reading, IV (a).	* Ibid., IV (b).

